V1 on Ramp, Duxford

Flying Bomb Launching Sites
A description of what was still to be seen of some of
the 1944 V1 Launching Sites in Northern France
about 60 years later.

Robert G. Dancy

The information given in these pages is the result of some enjoyable weeks spent
looking around northern France, coupled with extensive reading on the V1s.
Thanks are due to the large number of very helpful and pleasant French people who
were contacted whilst doing the research, and who did not laugh at a French accent and
grammar which could not truthfully be described as perfection.
Researched and written by Robert Geoffrey Dancy. (©)

With thanks for the able assistance of Dr W R Dickens when starting to search for sites,
during the first ten enjoyable days in France in 1999.
Further solo forays took place in 2003 and 2004.
Some photographs were taken in quite dense woodland, the earlier ones without the
benefits of a digital camera, so apologies are in order for the lower quality ones.
That there are mistakes in this presentation is certain.
That they are few and excused is hoped.
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1944 Flying Bomb Launch Sites
In June 1944 the Germans started to bombard southern England with pilotless jetpropelled aircraft, launched from northern France. Their main target was London, and
as each V1 carried up to a ton of high explosive in its warhead, considerable loss of life
and damage resulted. 2,419 fell on London and 1,444 in Kent, with a smaller number
hitting mainly Essex and Sussex.
These missiles were technically very advanced, flying nearly as fast as our best fighter
aircraft. Driven by an Argus impulse jet, they made a very distinctive coarse roaring
noise which no one who heard it would ever forget, and they quickly became known as
“Doodlebugs” or “Buzzbombs”.
This is a description of some of the sites from which these flying bombs were launched,
as they were found over a period of time about 60 years later. There were about three
hundred installations like these constructed in 1943 and 1944,but some were never
used to launch V1s, being either destroyed by bombing or overrun by the advancing
armies after D-Day. Because of the massive bomb-proof nature of the various
buildings, they have often survived reasonably intact, and have sometimes even been
incorporated into other buildings.

At the beginning of the description of each site there is a note of what still remains.
There should be enough information for anyone interested to find the sites fairly easily.
Care should be taken over place names, as there is often another place with the same
or similar name, sometimes close by. It is useful to remember that the French are keen
on their rivers, and the suffix “en” or “sur” after the name, followed by “Canche” (for
example) means that the town or village is situated on that river.
During visits to France looking for these flying bomb launching sites, it was remarkable
that in almost every case the first person to be approached for information knew where
the local one was, and was more than willing to help as much as possible. In some
cases a person approached would, if the site was some distance away, get into their car
to lead the way. At other times they would walk, or in one case cycle, some distance to
show as much of the place as possible.
A pair of Wellington boots is a real asset because of the overgrown nature of may of the
sites, and for wandering around muddy farmyards and fields.
Few of the actual launching ramps survive (though there is a rather truncated one at
Duxford Airfield, near Cambridge, in excellent condition and one in France at Val Ygot,
30Km SE of Dieppe) but many of the sites in France still have pairs of massive antiblast walls between which the launch ramp was positioned. These protected the
equipment and personnel from bombs which fell nearby. Although often damaged, they
can be the first part of installation to be discovered, and there is enough remaining to be
able to take measurements of the direction in which they were pointing (the “Azimuth”).
© by Robert Geoffrey Dancy
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The azimuth of each launch ramp were taken with a hand-bearing compass, and are
given in degrees magnetic, which would have been about 5 degrees greater than the
true bearing.

The design of the buildings on the sites is remarkably standard, for example the
“Assembly” buildings are easily recognisable, having two doors, five square windows,
then another door, and finally three more square windows. The opposite wall are
completely blank. Only a couple of exceptions to this arrangement have been found.
These buildings were used for the final assembly of the individual parts of the V1s, after
being transported in sections to the site.
Also very easily recognised are the “Non-Magnetic Buildings”, always built with two
arches. These were used to adjust (“swing”) the V1 compasses used for directional
control in flight, and having no steel reinforcing in their structure, were built with the two
arches in order to support the roofs.
The Firing Bunkers, positioned close to the launch ramp, were quite small but massive,
with a very narrow viewing slit almost at ground level through which the V1 take-off
could be initiated and watched. On the side away from the ramp steps led down into
these blockhouses. The viewing slit was apparently covered in armoured glass, but no
sign of that has yet been found.
Positions of the sites have been given in standard latitude and longitude, as taken from
a small hand-held Garmin GPS unit, a left-over from my more energetic sailing days.
This was mounted on the dashboard of the car with the aerial pointing upwards through
the windscreen. This worked well almost anywhere provided there were not too many
trees. In a few cases it was carried to the site in order to get a more accurate position
when the buildings were very overgrown or remote.
French maps such as the Michelin or Institut Geographique National series are good,
but the best maps to use are the large-scale I.G.N. “Serie Bleue” which are to a scale of
1cm to 250 metres, but quite a few are needed to cover a reasonable area.
The construction of the buildings on the launching sites was massive in order to
withstand bombing, so many remain in fair condition. However, the Germans chose the
positions very carefully, many having all the major buildings hidden in woods and
forests, the launching ramp itself being the only object which projected into a clearer
area. Others were situated in or near a village or farm, and camouflaged as much as
possible to look like part of the local landscape.
One clue to finding them is to look for concrete roadways which were purpose-built to
enable the V1s to be got on site and to move them between buildings. These small
roads can be invaluable clues to follow – quite literally.
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Further reading
Much use has been made of the book “Les Sites V1 en Flandres et en Artois” by
Laurent Bailleul, which gives a lot of detail on the building of the sites, and the bombing
campaign against them. The book includes many photographs, including some taken at
or soon after the end of WW2.
Other books in French include “L’Enfer des V1 en Seine-Maritime” by Norbert Dufour
and Christian Doré, and Hughues Chevalier’s “La Region de Therouanne au Coeur
des Constructions Secretes Allemandes”, published in 2000. Also covering the
subject is “Armes Secretes, les V1 et V2” by Myrone N Cuich.
In English the best book is “The Flying Bomb” by Richard Anthony Young, published
by Ian Allan Ltd. This is a classic, well researched, and is highly recommended, with a
large bibliography section. Unfortunately it has been out of print for a long time, having
been published in 1978 and as far as is known has not been reprinted since.
“Flying Bomb” by Peter G Cooksley (Robert Hale, London) does not claim to be
technical, but gives some idea of what is was like to be on the “receiving end” in 1944.
Not specifically about the V1, Pierre Closterman’s book “The Big Show” (Chatto &
Windus, 1951) is a good read, and includes attacks on V1 launch sites.
Other books include “Impact” by Benjamin King and Timothy Kutta, “Buzz Bomb
Diary” by the Kent Aviation Society, compiled by D G Collyer, and Bob Ogleys’s
“Doodlebugs and Rockets”.
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This shows where V1s crashed in Kent and East Sussex.
Many were also shot down by AA guns before they reached the coast.
Below are the tracks of V1s en route for London.
The arrows indicate the author’s home in 1944 – hence the interest!

(Both figures are from “The Flying Bomb” by R A Young.)
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The Flying Bomb Launch Site Area

The V1s were launched from sites which as a general rule were:
1 At least 20 Kilometres from the coast.
2 No more than 50 Km from the coast
3 Where the land drops away towards the north-west
4 On the edge of woodland, or in or close to a village or in the grounds of a
chateau or similar building.
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V1 Launching Sites, Ardres to Fruges
A quick reference to most of the sites in that area. The figures are the page number of
the site. The positions are approximate, but should be found easily with a map.

●Ardres

Fôret d’Eperlecques 62
Watten 65

Lostebarne 60
66 Noordpeene →

56 Journy

Zudausques I & II 58/59

●St Omer

106 Wisques
Bois d’Esquerdes 60
Bois de St Remy 61
Drionville 69

●Thérouanne

Delettes 61
Bois de Renty 71

Bois Quartier 69
61 Enguinegatte
Erny St Juien 101

●Hucqueliers

Bomy 135
101 Beaumetz-lès-Aire

Bois de Radinghem 68
Bellevue 72

81 Lisbourg

Livossart 108

● Fruges

Bois de Créquy 28

Mont Caron 109

Ferme de Saufaucry 106

Ruisseauville 75
Crépy 23
27 Fressin
Ambricourt 74
Maisoncelle 21
10 km

└----------------------------┘
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V1 Launching Sites, Hesdin to Abbeville
A quick reference to most of the sites in that area. The figures are the page number of
the site. Positions are approximate, but should be found easily with a map.
99 Monchy Cayeux
75 Fleury
La Loge 18
Humières 92

●Hesdin

34 Siracourt

Fresnoy 44

Ferme du Forestel 92
Vacqueriette-Erquières 24

Œuf-en-Ternois 33
Croisette 35
Linzeux 31
Blangermont 37
93 Flers
36 Hautecôte I & II

Quœux-Haut-Maînil 79
Labroye 77
Ligescourt 52
Bachimont 78
Wadicourt 55

93 Vacquerie-le-Boucq

Gueschart 83
Acquet 86

●Auxi-le-Château

Ferme du Montlouis 91
55 Noyelles-en-Chaussée Maison Ponthieu I 87
Bois de Waripel 115
Maison Ponthieu II 88
Agenvillers 96
Bois Carré 110
49 le Meillard
Bois Grambus 114

Prouville 48
48 Domesmont

●Abbeville
Ailly-le-Haut-Clocher 44
Bois de Valengarde I & II 119/121
Béhen 38
10 km
Longuemort 41
└-----------------------------------┘
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V1 Launching Sites, Dieppe Area
A quick reference to most of the sites in that area. The figures are the page number of
the site. The positions are approximate, but should be found easily with a map.

● Gamaches

123 Rond de Nemours

43 Bouillancourt

Château de la Haye 123

●Dieppe

122 Melville

Blangy ●
Preuseville 125
116 La Houssaye

Londiniéres ●

Le Mont Candon 133

Bois de Coudroy 126
Bertreville 136
La Laie Madame 127

126 Brémont

Belmesnil 127
Les Petits Moraux 118
La Mare du Four 118
Bonnetot 131
Val Ygot 102

● Neufchâtel

● Tôtes
10 km

└---------------------------┘
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The V1 Launching Installations
The basis installations were remarkably standardized, but with some variations in
details, probably due to different materials available locally, and depending on the
topography of the site.

The Approach Road
Each site had to have good access, and in most cases concrete roadways had to be
built, with wider areas for unloading and temporary storage. As mentioned, the
concrete roadways can be the first clues to be found when searching for a site.

The Storage Buildings
When received, the wings of the V1s were separate for ease of transport and storage.
The parts were kept in the earlier sites in “Ski” buildings, so called because of their
shape, curved at one end like a ski. Later sites had less conspicuous storage facilities,
with straight walls. Some, such as La Loge, had large areas in woods which would
appear to have been used for temporary parking of components.

The Assembly Building
When required for firing, the V1 parts were taken into the strongly-built Assembly
Building. The two doors, five square windows, then another door and finally three more
square windows of these buildings are very easily recognised. At either end were wide
doors for ease of movement of the parts going in, and the finished V1 going out. Being
some distance from the ramp, these mostly survived bombing, and some are put to
good use as farm buildings. In some cases the present owner of the land does not
even realize why the building was originally put up.

The Compressor and Decontamination Building
This housed a diesel-driven air compressor for supplying compressed air into two
spherical air bottles in the V1. This compressed air was used for operating the
guidance system and the flight-control surfaces. It was also used to feed the air intake
of the ram jet prior to launching, as the motor would not operate properly without a
supply of air, normally available during flight due to the high speed of the V1 forcing air
into the intake. The decontamination, using water, was to get rid of any hydrogen
peroxide left over from the previous launch.

The Water Reservoir
A supply of water was needed for decontamination and other purposes, so each
installation had a small open water reservoir, generally about five metres square, with
sloping sides. The water was also used to cool the air compressor, and could be used
in an emergency if there was a fire on the site.
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The Fuel Store
The hydrogen peroxide and calcium permanganate used in the accelerating system on
the ramp were stored in separate compartments. Although the V1s had their fuel tanks
filled before shipment, some fuel was held on site for topping-up if necessary.

The Non-Magnetic Building
In order to correct errors in the magnetic compass on board the V1s, it was necessary
to “swing” the compass. This involved rotating the V1 after completion, and had to be
done in an area with no magnetic materials in it, so reinforced concrete could not be
used in the construction. Presumably for structural reasons two arches were always
incorporated, giving the Non-Magnetic buildings a very easily identified feature, and on
many sites could be located with little difficulty.

The Firing Blockhouse
This was a small blockhouse, most of it underground, and close to the launching ramp,
with a slit window in its direction. From there the officer in charge could operate the
firing button, and watch the resultant launch (hopefully) in reasonable safety. Not all
launches were successful, and a failure could result in a considerable explosion.
Despite some very intensive bombing, on many of the sites the Firing Bunkers are still
in good condition though often very overgrown. The window was apparently fitted with
heavy glass , but no sign of it has been found anywhere

The Launching Ramp
There were two types of launching ramps, the earlier ones being too easily seen from
the air and not easy to repair after bomb damage, so the Germans modified their
construction to something simpler which were more easily hidden, easier to repair, and
often without the massive anti-blast walls of the earlier type, which made them very
conspicuous.
It seems that none of the actual launching ramps on the sites have survived, except one
in France at a Memorial Museum at Val Ygot, near Arduval, Seine-Maritime, France,
(about 10 Km SE of Dieppe), and another at Duxford Airfield, near Cambridge in
England. Luckily the anti-blast walls of the earlier sites have in many instances
survived relatively intact.
Once it had been assembled, the compass swung and it had been made ready to fire,
the V1 was positioned at the end of the ramp on a trolley which had on a trolley with
slides which engaged onto two parallel metal rails running up the ramp. On firing, as
the V1 left the ramp the trolley dropped off the end and being fairly light and not at all
streamlined was not projected far. It was recovered after each firing and reused.
The accelerating piston was slowed down as it left the end of its tube with a special
deflecting assembly to prevent the piston hitting the V1 as it detached from the piston
lug.
Launching ramps were of metal lattice construction, usually of seven sections making a
total length of 138 feet (42 m) but some had six sections making them 118 feet (36 m)
long, and some eight sections, 158 feet long (48 m). Just below the two guide rails the
accelerating tube of 11.27 inches diameter (28.6 cm) was positioned, in which the
piston operated. This had a lug which projected upwards and engaged in a slot on the
bottom of the V1 during its travel up the ramp.
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Hydrogen peroxide and calcium permanganate were injected at pressure into the base
of the tube, and the resultant violent chemical reaction created a pressure of up to 1,000
psi (68 atmospheres). With the Argus jet running, added to the pressure from the
piston, a steel strap holding the V1 ruptured, releasing it, and the aircraft accelerated
up the ramp to about 245 mph in three quarters of a second. One elderly gentleman
that I met at Hautcôte, who was there as a child, remembered that they knew a launch
had been successful if they heard two consecutive bangs. The first was the steel strap
breaking and the second the sound of the piston leaving the end of the tube.

Basic Launching System for the V1
In order to avoid the accelerating piston hitting the V1 as it shot out of the end of the
ramp, a downward deflecting system was used. Even so, the cast-iron piston weighing
140 Kg would hit the ground about 300 metres from the end of the ramp, to be
recovered for future use.
At the top right is the tail of a V1,
with the ramp’s excellerating
tube clearly visible below it. The
equipment in the foreground is
for injecting the hydrogen
peroxide and calcium
permanganate.
Photo taken at IWM Duxford.
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The Bombing of the V1 Sites
An exploration of some of the V1 sites shows how intensive the bombing had been, and
although some bombs fell wide, many were commendably close to the buildings, and
many direct hits were scored. Although German fighter planes were not a problem, raids
were carried out against very strong anti-aircraft fire, making life extremely difficult and
dangerous for the Allied aircrews.
They were operating against targets which were mostly well-camouflaged, often in
wooded country and not easy to pin-point. The majority did not have any conspicuous
landmarks for the aircrews to use for navigation, and except for photo-reconnaissance
and reports from French agents (which of necessity were not always very accurate), the
information on the exact position of each site was at best doubtful. Add to that the
problems caused by the weather, including cloud cover, wind speed and direction, and
one has to admit that hitting a small, well camouflaged target from the air whilst being
shot at could not have been easy.
Weighing up the factors which were against the RAF and USAAF, it is all the more
surprising that so much damage was inflicted on the V1 sites. Some of the destruction
we see today could have been caused by the Germans before they retreated, and some
by the Allied forces afterwards, but the number of obvious bomb craters around many of
the sites would indicate that bombing was by far the most destructive force. Some of the
V1 buildings have been taken down since the war, but unless they impeded farming of
the land, most were just too much trouble to remove, as were the anti-invasion
reinforced-concrete blockhouses all over the south of England, which are still dotted
around the countryside today.
Reading sources such as Bailleul and Chevalier, the loss of life in the French civilian
population caused by the bombing was fortunately very light for various reasons, and
the potential saving in lives at the “receiving end” (England) probably justified the
attacks, though the thought that there could be French casualties must have caused the
Allies a lot of misgivings.
There were some deaths caused to the French by the V1s themselves, and this
monument to four victims was found in an isolated spot south of Bonningues-lesArdres. Presumably a V1 crashed on its way to the Channel – some research into
French newspapers or other sources might determine what happened.
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La Loge
Well worth a visit.
Position 50 24.2 N 02 01.5 E. About 4 km north of Hesdin.
From the village take the road towards Cavron-St-Martin. After about 500 metres the
first farm track on the left leads to the forest. The ramp blast walls project a short
distance into the field, and are about 35 metres long, one metre thick and perhaps five
metres high at the top end. Azimuth is 312 degrees magnetic.
There are many bomb craters in the forest near the site, some very close to buildings,
and there had been some damage caused by bombing. There are about seven craters
to the west, just inside the forest, all roughly in line. (One bomber perhaps dropped
these in rapid succession?). The furthest from the ramp that could be found was only
about 350 metres away, so the bombing would appear to have been accurate.
Amongst the remains on the site is the assembly building, in quite good condition, and
in 2004 appeared to be in use as a centre for occasional educational visits, perhaps by
local schools. The firing bunker is in good condition, close to the launching ramp walls.
The concrete roadways for moving parts and the complete V1s, including a large
unloading and temporary storage area were easily identified.
The installation is well spread out over an area of about 400 metres square.

The anti-blast walls at La Loge, with bomb damage in the foreground.
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A view of the walls looking the other way.
Note the figure of my friend Bill, giving a scale to the size of the walls.
Below him bomb damage is evident, with a direct hit at the beginning of the ramp.

A typical bomb crater, one of many dozens in the forest.
Despite having been there since 1944 and having leaves and tree branches deposited in them, they are
still wide and deep.
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The assembly building at La Loge; a very typical one.
The three square windows, a door, then five windows and finally two doors are to be found on almost all
of these buildings. This particular example is particularly interesting as some worker had bothered to cast
lines in all the cement lintels to simulate brickwork. Why did he do it, one wonders?

Probably the compressor and decontamination building.
It had been so badly damaged by bombing that sections of the concrete can be seen hanging down, held
only by the reinforcing steel.
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Maisoncelle
Not a great deal to see, but very easy to find. It is only 2 km from the battlefield of
Agincourt, fought in 1415. Be careful though, as there is another Maisoncelle only
11 km to the NE. The V1 site is about 8 km to the south of Fruges.
Immediately behind the local cemetery is the concrete ramp, with trees growing in the
soil which fills it now. Azimuth is 317°, exactly towards London. The village had been
heavily bombed in 1943 and 1944. Sadly, in the cemetery are the graves of five civilian
victims of the raids. The ramp is the only one found in this form.

The unusual launch ramp support at Maisoncelle.

The top of the ramp, looking in the direction of London.
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Looking at the front of the Mairie in the centre of the village, on the righthand side is this concrete
roadway.
It was built by the Germans to transport the V1s, and leads to what was thought to be the assembly
building, to the right of the roadway.

The assembly building.
This does not have the usual arrangements of doors and windows, but it is possible that it has been
modified after WW2. There is some evidence of this, but if so, whoever did the work made a good job of
matching the materials used to that of the original.
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Crépy
Position 50 28 N 02 11 E. Not worth a visit.
Near a water tower, 7 km south est of Fruges.
In 1999 the site was having a house built on it, and at ground level there were some
remains of the ramp support blocks. Azimuth was about 308°.
The foundations of a V1 building was used to build an outhouse on. This site will be
very hard to find in the future.

Some of the V1 site foundations – no doubt completely covered now.
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Vacqueriette-Erquières
Well worth visiting.
Position 50 20 N 02 04 E.
6 km south east of Hesdin.
Take the road to Vieil-Hesdin, and just after leaving Vacqueriette, going up the hill, there
is a farm on the right, with the site opposite it (to the west). The anti-blast walls are
intact and conspicuous. The azimuth of the launch ramp was 315°.
The firing bunker, half sunken into the ground, is about 30 metres from the beginning of
the ramp. The typical assembly building with its doors and windows is in good condition,
and in 1999 was being used to store farm machinery. The compressor and
decontamination building, some 100 metres away is used as stables, and there is one
sunken blockhouse between that and the assembly building, with another one on the
other side of the road.
About 40 metres from the beginning of the ramp is a small wood with a completely
destroyed building in it – possibly the non-magnetic building. It is so badly damaged (by
bombing?) that it is impossible to identify. Three bomb craters which have been filled
in, and subsequently subsided a little, are in evidence in the field near to the firing
bunker.

The anti-blast walls at Vacqueriette-Erquiéres.

As can be judged by the figure of my friend, Bill Dickens, the walls were substantial. The
dark marks are the result of the farmer using the area to store dung a good peacetime
use for a war-time construction!
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Vacqueriette – the assembly building.

The compressor and decontamination building.

Another good use for an old V1 building – as a stable.
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Vacqueriette – a destroyed blockhouse.

This sunken blockhouse is on the other side of the road. Its use is unknown – possibly an air raid shelter
for the personnel, as it did not appear to have any approach road for access.
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Fressin
Position 50 27 N

02 02 E. Barely worth a visit.

The concrete blocks which held the launching ramp are now in the front garden of a
new house. Some concrete hard-standing remains beside the road opposite the house.
A few blocks of concrete exist to the west. There were no signs of buildings, but they
could be in woods nearby, and might be worth investigating. A house about 300 metres
away, opposite the new house, and a farmhouse to the north-east were destroyed
during the bombing campaign.

The concrete ramp support blocks now support flower pots.
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Bois de Créquy
Well worth visiting.
Position 50 30.5 N 02 00 E
About 10 km west of Fruges.
Not easy to find, as all the remains are in a wood with thick undergrowth, but a pleasant
walk in the French countryside as a bonus. From Rimboval village, take the road
towards Fruges and just after leaving the last buildings in Rimboval there is a small
bridge with low parapets. Immediately after, there is a farm track on the right.
Go up the hill and follow the track to the left, on the edge of the field, with the woods on
your right. The site is just inside the wood a few hundred metres along. Remains of the
blast walls are around two metres high, azimuth about 315°, lost in trees and
undergrowth, and the low (south-eastern) end is being filled (in 1999) with soil and old
timber using a bulldozer. There are a lot of loose concrete boulders every where as a
result of bombing.

One of the very overgrown ramp anti-blast walls at the Bois de Créquy.
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The concrete roof of this blockhouse at Bois de Créquy had been lifted intact by the bombing, and
remains at this crazy angle.
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The large area of concrete on the approaches to the Bois de Créquy site.

The Firing Bunker, very much overgrown.
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Linzeux
Position 50 20.4 N 02 12.12 E
About 13 km ESE of Hesdin.
Not a lot to see, but the launching ramp support blocks are easy to find.
There is a house on the right hand side going towards Oeuf which was built about 1995
on part of the site. Nothing was found on that side of the road which could be identified
as being anything to do with the V1s. On the other side of the road there is a house and
going towards the village a gap before a farm building. Between these two buildings are
trees, and between two lines of trees are the concrete ramp support blocks.
Azimuth was about 316°.
Going towards the village there is a small lane to the right at an acute angle, and taking
this lane behind the houses gives a better view of the site.

The new house in 1999 on part of the V1 site.

About 400 metres along the road out of the village, at the first crossroads, there is a sunken track which
bears 316°, which could well have been a decoy ramp.
© by Robert Geoffrey Dancy
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The launch ramp support blocks. This view is along the direction of the launching ramp; the trees were
probably planted for camouflage purposes, as they are of about the right age.

One of the ramp support blocks lying on its side. The square recess is the clue to the origin of the block.
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Œuf-en-Ternois
Position 50 21.3 N 02 12.3 E
13 km east of Hesdin.
Not worth visiting unless prepared to do some research. During the first time there in
1999 no one in the village that was asked knew much about the V1 site, and on the
second visit new people had taken over the farm on which the site was probably built,
and they were in the throes of settling in.
They were unaware that they might have a V1 launching site on their doorstep. They
were rather reserved and although they did not forbid access, it was felt that it was
better not to bother them.
Any remains are likely to be behind 24 rue d’Agerue, where a large white stone
farmhouse is situated. It is 100 metres east of the junction of rue d’Agerue and rue de
Linzeux. (These roads are the D99 and D110)

From the road this entrance into the farm looks very similar to those concrete roadways built by the
Germans for access to the sites, so a visit to Oeuf-en-Ternois could result in some interesting
discoveries.
If anybody does find any significant remains, it would be very much appreciated if they would contact me
please.
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Siracourt
Interesting and well worth a visit.
Siracourt is about 4 Km west of St-Pol-sur-Ternoise, a little to the south of the N41 from
St-Pol to Humiéres.
Easy to find, and with public access externally (Though there is a tatty-looking notice
saying something about access being at the risk of the public – no doubt a necessity in
these “Health and Safety” days). It is a huge V1 storage installation which was designed
to have its own launching facilities, though these were never in operation as they were
destroyed by heavy bombing before completion. The ramp would have been at right
angles to the huge blockhouse about half-way along.
It is difficult to portray the size of this enormous project which is about 30 metres wide
and two hundred metres long of solid concrete. It is partly underground with a domed
top and has several concrete ventilation shafts at both ends.
Walking along the top, slightly raised areas of concrete are noticeable, where bomb
damage has probably been repaired. At each end, the entrances have been sealed off,
so there is no access to the interior.

This is all concrete. Ventilation shafts are visible at the far end.
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La Croisette
Position 50 21.5 N 02 15.7 E
About 15 km east of Hesdin.
Worth visiting, as it is simple to find, and access is easy. It is on land which is not
cultivated, and is probably public ground, and the buildings are relatively intact.
No sign of the launch ramp was found, It is thought that the launching ramp might well
have been where there is now a sports complex, with a fine football pitch and what
looks like a horse-riding area (In 2002).
Towards the northern end of this attractive village the concrete buildings and roadway
are fairly conspicuous. It is possible that with more investigation and enquiries from the
locals, more of the site and its history could be determined.
The assembly building with its large doors at either end is in good condition, but nothing
was found of the non-magnetic building.
(In 2009 a correspondent has said that the non-magnetic building is still there, in a field
next to the other buildings.)

The assembly building at La Croisette.
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Hautecôte
Easy access, but not much to see.
Hautecôte is about 4 km north west of Frévent, a little to the west of the D103.
There were two sites, one on either side of the village, but not much remains. On the
west side, on the road towards Flers, there is a tapered concrete block by the roadside
and some concrete rubble in the field opposite. The site on the eastern side of the
village also has some similar tapered blocks, with a few of the launching ramp support
blocks still standing. All can be seen from the road. At neither place does there seem to
be any surviving buildings.
A local man who was there as a child in 1944 said that they knew if a launch was
successful if they heard two bangs very quickly one after the other. The first bang would
have been the sheering of the steel strap holding the V1 back when the tension had
built up sufficiently, and the second bang the accelerating piston being hurled out of the
end of the tube. It was intriguing to find that such details were still remembered nearly
sixty years after the events.
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Blangermont
Worth visiting.
Position 50 19.5 N

02 12.6 E.

Blangermont is about 14 Km SSE of Hesdin, and the site is at the north of the village,
opposite a turning to Hericourt. Follow a small lane, concrete to start with, and concrete
blocks will be seen, the first level with the ground and the other one metre high, upon
which the launching ramp was held. A bomb hit the middle of the ramp; the crater is
being filled in (1999) with hedge clippings. The photos below show the concrete blocks
along the line of the ramp, with the hedge clippings filling the bomb crater. There were
some V1 buildings seen nearby, one on the same side of the lane as the ramp, and two
on the opposite side, but time was limited and no further investigation carried out. It is
something for an enthusiast to do in the future?

The two pictures show the line of the ramp.The clippings in the lower hide the rest of the blocks shown in
the upper picture. Ramp azimuth was 313°.
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Béhen
Worth a visit.
Béhen is about 7.5 Km SW of Abbeville.
This site is mostly in the grounds of Béhen Château, which can provide accommodation
to visitors (in 2009). Despite some heavy bombing, most of the buildings remain. The
front of the château was damaged on the right-hand corner as seen from the road, and
has since seen two rebuilds, the first being very much out of sympathy with the rest of
the front, as shown in the picture below.
The assembly building is intact, with an extra storey built on top of the original.
Close by, and parallel to it is a blockhouse also with an extra floor, so is also put to good
use. The fuel store and other blockhouses are to be seen, all in good condition,
although according to the owners of the château at least 160 bomb craters have been
filled in around the area.
The usual concrete roadway for bringing the V1 parts onto the site can be seen, to the
left of the chateau as viewed from the front, and is about 3.1 metres wide. By taking a
small track behind the Chateau grounds, accessible from either direction, the site of the
ramp can be found. Part of the anti-blast walls remain with a garage for a car built into
the middle. It appears to have been hit by a bomb, as further into the wood it is
damaged, with concrete blocks scattered around. This area does not belong to the
chateau, but can be seen easily. The azimuth of the ramp was about 322°.

Château de Béhen
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The assembly building at Béhen, with the usual doors and windows. The present owners (in 2009) were
unaware of the origin of the building. As far as is known, the upper storey was added soon after WW2.
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Béhen – the water reservoir.

This was thought by the owners of the château to be
an unexploded bomb, but in 2008 an email contact,
Mr Paul Davey, sent this photograph of a dummy
test bomb, used to check that the launch system
worked before committing a real V1 to the ramp. This
would seem to be a better bet.
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Longuemort
Well worth a visit.
Position 50 01 N 01 43 E.
About 14 km south west of Abbeville.
Longuemort is a hamlet in a cul-de-sac off the D29 between St Maxent and Vismes.
Along the D29 look for a small chapel; this has a wall sign pointing to Longuemort.
The site is on a farm, and wellies are recommended. It is on private land, but
permission to look was readily obtained when the pleasant farmer was approached.
The site is in the first field behind the farmhouse and farmyard.
There were seven buildings to be seen in 1999, including the typical non-magnetic
building with its two rounded arches. This is a good example of one, as it is almost
intact.
The firing bunker is near the non-magnetic building, and it would have been close to the
launching ramp, but there is a complete absence of any sign of the ramp or its position.
No concrete blocks or any remains of anti-blast walls were found. It is likely that it was
across the other side of a fence towards the north on what is now arable land.
No bomb craters were noticed, but on farmland this is common, although sometimes
there are slight depressions in fields where the fill-in has subsided over the years.

The well-preserved firing bunker at Longuemort. Note the slit opening at ground level through which the
launching would have been observed.
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This badly damaged building is still of use to the farmer!

A massive blockhouse; probably a bomb shelter.

The splendid non-magnetic building.
(One of the attacking Mosquitoes from 613 Squadron on 14th January 1944 crash-landed at St Remy
Boscrocourt. At least one of the crew evaded and finally returned to England three months later.)
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Bouillancourt-en-Sery
Position about 50 N 01 38 E.
Bouillancourt is 3 Km to the north of Blangy-sur-Bresle, on the D97.
Gamaches is about 6 Km to the north west.
On the first visit, in 1999, an “ancient inhabitant” gave some information, but his
suggestion of the position of the site was found later to have been incorrect. However,
he did say that the V1s took off in one direction, gained speed and height, and then
changed course towards London. Although most launching ramps were aligned on a
bearing exactly towards London, some later sites were designed with the ramp at a
different angle to make them less likely to be spotted by photo reconnaisance. This
technique is mentioned in “The Flying Bomb” by Richard A Young, so the informant was
correct on that point.
On a visit a few years later, the site was discovered to be behind a line of houses, but it
was lunch-time on a Sunday, and it was felt that to disturb any Frenchman at that
sacred time would have been a threat to the Entente Cordiale, so it remains for some
future enthusiast to investigate further.

The probable location of the site at Bouillancourt.
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Fresnoy, Bois de Toutvent
Position 49 51 N 01 25.4 E
About 7 km east of Hesdin.
Not much to see except bomb craters.
There is a dead-end road with a surface of concrete which was probably built for access
to the V1 site. An enquiry in the village of Fresnoy resulted in a very helpful Frenchman
jumping into his car out and driving to the Bois de Toutvent to indicate the whereabouts
of the site. At least 26 bomb-craters remain in the wood, some of them very large even
after more than fifty years had passed. One piece of concrete about a metre square was
found at an angle to the ground, which might have been of V1 vintage.

Bill measuring the width of the concrete roadway.

Ailly le Haut Clocher
Easy to find and worth visiting.
Position 50 05 N 01 50 E
Going from Abbeville E along the N1, turn left at the traffic lights in the middle of Ailly
(near the church). The site lies between two roads on the edge of Ailly, and the remains
of the ramp walls can be seen. Azimuth is 320°. The Assembly Building is incorporated
into some farm buildings. There is no need to leave the road to see most of the remains.
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Gorenflos
Easy to find and worth a visit.
Position 50 05.2 N 02 02.3 E.
About 15 km east of Abbeville.
This site is at the junction of the D46 and D66, at the angle made by the two roads.
Nearest to the junction is what is a completely destroyed building, now covered by
trees. Large blocks of concrete have been thrown around and lie at all angles. This
might have been a store for V1s which was hit by a bomb, causing a major explosion.
The remains of the ramp walls point towards the D46 almost up to the road, the azimuth
being 321°. The blast walls are about a metre thick, and the spacing between them
about 4.5 metres. Concrete roadways are in evidence in the middle of the field. Still to
be seen are several buildings, including the non-magnetic one, in good condition, and
the firing bunker which is, unusually, partly damaged.

Part of the concrete roadway,
with damaged buildings in the
distance.

Accurate bombing, or destroyed after the war?
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Another totally destroyed building at Gorenflos.

This is where the launching ramp had been, with a small section of the anti-blast walls visible.
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The non-magnetic building at Gorenflos.
It was a wet day when visiting, and the Wellington boots were very much appreciated!

A family in New Zealand made contact in 2007, because a member of their family had
an uncle who had flown with 98 Squadron of the RAF during WW2.
He was the navigator in a Mitchell II bomber, serial number FV940/m, attacking the V1
site at Gorenflos on Monday 20th March 1944. They were shot up crossing the French
coast, carried on, successfully bombed the target, but lost height on the back and
ending up crashing in the English Channel. All the crew were killed, with three of the
crew bodies eventually being recovered along the coast, but their uncle’s was never
recovered.
He was Flying Officer David Wright Lindsey, and is he commemorated on the
Runnymede Memorial. It was his tenth operation.
The Gorenflos site was not yet operational at the time of the 98 Squadron raid, as the
French Underground had alerted the Allies and it was destroyed before it could be used
to launch any V1s.
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Prouville
Not much to see so hardly worth a visit.
Position 50 08.5 N 02 07.3 E. 10 km south of Auxi-le-Château.
The site is approached by a small road in the middle of the village.
There is a concrete roadway and pad, and one building with no roof.
In the meadow to the north, on private land, are two concrete blocks whose tops are
flush with ground level (in 1999), on which the launching ramp had been mounted. The
other blocks are already lost under the soil. Azimuth looking up the middle of the
meadow is about 315°. The owners of the land said that the Germans destroyed the
ramp when they left ahead of the invading Allies, for no apparent reason, as it would
have been of no use to anybody.

Domesmont
Easy to find, and worth a visit. - the farmer was very pleasant.
It is about 12.5 Km due south of Auxi-le-Chateau.
The site is at the north end of the hamlet, in a cul-de-sac with a turning circle outside the
farmhouse and farm. The concrete road starts by the farmhouse, and a new dairy (in
1999) has been built further in, using the road as part of its foundation. The road
continues into a wood to the launch ramp position. Ten ramp support blocks are there,
unusually having bolts protruding upwards from the top of the concrete.
Azimuth is 312°. Much of the site is heavily overgrown.
Whilst walking along the concrete roadway with the farmer, a remark was made at one
point that the road was very clear of soil, only to be told that it was the easiest place to
collect leaf mould for his greenhouse, being very easy to scrape along the concrete with
a shovel!

The concrete roadway leading to the site at Domesmont. The new dairy uses the V1 concrete as part of
its foundations.
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Le Meillard
Position 50 10.57 N 02 11.4 E
Conspicuous and worth visiting.
It is about 10 Km west of Doullens and 1 km north of the village on the D128 towards
Frohen. This site had been a riding school, and no doubt a farm before that, but in 1999
seemed to be totally disused. On the left after leaving Le Meillard there is a brick
building about 50 metres long with a very heavy concrete roof. This is one of the socalled “Ski” buildings, used for storing the unassembled V1s when they first arrived on
site. This one is a surprisingly long way from the rest of the site.
The main buildings are around the disused farm, the ground floor of the assembly
building had been used on the farm, with all the interior walls taken down. Another
storey had been added on top at some time after the war, and appeared to have been a
house or possibly an office. The launching ramp position has the usual concrete blocks
for supporting the steel ramp itself, with a large bomb crater right in the middle of it.
Good bombing by some unknown, unsung, Allied airmen.
Azimuth of the ramp was 314°.

The compressor and decontamination building at Le Meillard. This is quite conspicuous from the road.
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The assembly building at Le Meillard, on the lower right, with the extra storey built on top of its massive
structure. Step inside and one finds ...
… two doors, five square windows, a door, and three more windows. Wherever they were built, they
almost always had the same layout, but using different materials, no doubt whatever was available
locally.
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The ramp support blocks at Le Meillard.

Part of the damaged anti-blast walls for the ramp.
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Ligescourt
Well worth a visit.
Position 50 17.3 N 01 51.2 E
This site is easy to find and easy to view as it is by the side of a lane.
It is 4Km north of the famous battlefield of Crécy (fought in 1346) Crécy-en-Pontieu is
about 16 Km due north of Abbeville.
A very good book by Pierre Closterman, a French pilot in the RAF, describes an attack
on this site (although the village is misspelt as “Ligercourt”). A blockhouse by the side of
the lane has been destroyed, and a bomb appears to have hit the middle of the
launching ramp, as the blast walls, which are at full height at the side of the lane are
severely damaged further into the wood. Hedge clippings are now being thrown into the
area between the walls, but this was not a big problem (in 1999).
The firing bunker is complete. One blockhouse to the west has a bomb crater close to it
and one side of it was destroyed. The non-magnetic building has lost its original roof,
and a simple one has been built in its place to make it suitable for storage. The
assembly building is complete, but two other blockhouses are damaged.

The anti-blast walls for the ramp, right beside the lane. The firing ramp would have been between these
walls.
Hopefully the Germans stopped traffic along the lane when they fired!
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Inside the assembly building, with the rails still intact.

The firing bunker, very overgrown in 1999.
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One of the many bomb craters at Ligescourt.

The rather splendid non-magnetic building at Ligescourt.
A rather nice touch in 1999 was that the building, with its replacement roof, was being used to store odds
and ends, and tools. Not quite swords into ploughshares, but that sort of thing.
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Wadicourt
Nothing to be seen.
Position about 50 16.1 N

01 54.3 E

As far as could be determined, the site was near what is now the town cemetery, but no
remains were found; not even any pieces of broken concrete. Strangely, no sections of
concrete roadway were to be seen. These are normally associated with V1 sites, and
survive at least in part on most locations.

Noyelles-en-Chaussée
Worth a visit.
Easy access and not difficult to find. Noyelles is about 15 Km NE of Abbeville
Position 50 12.5 N 01 59.4 E beside the forest where concrete roads leads to site.
50 13.0 N 01 59.1 E on the other side of forest; ramp and buildings are there.
This site is to the north-east of the hamlet in a forest on the road to Gueschart.
Go along about half a kilometre from Noyelles and look on the left for a concrete road
into the forest. This is a pleasant walk to the site which is about 400 metres away.
The alternative approach with less walking is via a small lane from Noyelles, starting a
few metres north-west of the other road junction. Look for the damaged non-magnetic
building in a field on the right hand side.
The ramp support blocks are not conspicuous. They are in the corner of the forest
where a field lies to the right of the road going to Noyelles. The ramp had no blast walls,
and the blocks are not easy to find. The blocks project a little way above ground level in
thick brambles and other undergrowth. Ramp azimuth is 315°.
Nearby is a concrete block about two metres high with one chamfered edge, similar to
the two at Haucôte. The purpose of these blocks is not known. The firing bunker is
intact, and the remains of the non-magnetic building can be seen in the adjacent field,
with one of its arches collapsed.
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Journey – Forêt de Tournehem
Position 50 45.25 N 02 01 E
Very easy to find, unlimited access, and well worth a visit.
Journey is about 17 Km to the west of St Omer.
At the top of the steep winding hill going from Journey towards Haute Panée, the
beginning of the Forét de Tourneham is on the left. A farm track leads from there, and
the ramp walls are conspicuous to the right, on the edge of the forest. Azimuth of the
ramp is about 302°. Amongst the trees and by the track are many shattered
blockhouses with dozens of large bomb craters.

There is no mistaking the ramp anti-blast walls, close to the farm track.
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A large bomb crater and in
the distance a blockhouse
with its roof lifted by bombs.

A destroyed blockhouse on the edge of the forest.

Another large bomb crater
by a destroyed bunker.
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Zudausques I (Hameau de Cormette)
Position 50 45.55 N 02.10 E
Worth a visit. Zudausques is about 7 Km west of St Omer.
One site is to the west of Zudausques and the other to the east.
Hameau de Cormette is to the east, with a conspicuous “ski” building on the horizon 200
metres away on the left going from Zudausques. To the left of it the non-magnetic
building can be seen in a field. Nearer to the road is a concrete structure which might
have been part of the site.
Near to the Ferme du Château is a bunker in a field, and turning north up a small lane
the non-magnetic building is about 200 metres away on the right. The buildings are on
arable land, but can be seen from the road.

The non-magnetic building on the left and the “ski” one on the right.

The compressor and
decontamination building by the
farm.
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Zudausques II (Hameau de Noircarme)
Position 50 45.2 N 02 08 E
Just about worth a visit.
Going from Noircarme towards Liheuse and Morringhem on the D207, just as you leave
the hamlet there is a destroyed blockhouse by the road, and an intact one nearby, very
overgrown. Going along a gravel side-lane some of the ramp anti-blast walls survive,
azimuth about 303°. There is a concrete block similar to the ones at Hautcôte to the left.
Further along is the non-magnetic building with an unusual underground chamber on
one side, and what is probably a building added later on another side.

The bunker beside the road.

A concrete block, perhaps one of the launch ramp
supports?

The remains of the non-magnetic building.
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Lostebarne
2 Km SW of Ardres
Also a lost site! There does not seem to be any remains of a V1 site there.

Bois d’Esquerdes
Position 0 41.3 N 02 10.2 E
Hardly worth visiting.
A few buildings still exist along a 1.6 Km concrete roadway that the Germans
constructed onto the site. It is on what might be private land, but driving along the
roadway seems permissible.

Part of the long concrete roadway
constructed by the Germans to get
to the site.

The assembly building near the end of the
roadway.

A blockhouse near the road, before
reaching the assembly building.
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Enguinegatte
Position 50 36.65 N 02 16.12 E
About 4 km south of Thérouanne
Not worth a visit, unless you feel keen to locate the firing bunker.
Except for a possible concrete roadway and storage area next to a small chapel,
nothing is to be seen of the V1 site. The chapel might have been put up as a memorial
to those inhabitants who were killed in WW2, according to Bailleul, who also said that
the firing bunker survives. The area is well built upon, so this bunker might still be
hidden away somewhere in Enguinegatte. An interesting project for some one!

The little chapel at
Enguinegatte. To the right, the
concrete might have been part
of the V1 site?

Delettes (Upen d’Aval)
Position 50 38.54 N 02 13.1 E
Delettes is about 4 Km south west of Thérouanne.
Not worth visiting, unless permission to go into private ground can be obtained.
This site is on the road going north from Upen d’Aval, near a conspicuous Calvary by
the roadside. Near the Calvary it is known that there are many bomb craters in the
woods. It is understood that there are surviving V1 buildings in the private area.
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Forêt d’Eperlecques
Position 50 49.76 N 02 07.80 E
Worth visiting, but the site is mostly on private land.
Eperlecques Blockhouse is a WW2 museum on the V1 and V2 and well worth a visit.
The village is about 30 Km SE of Calais. To get to the V1 site, several kilometres
towards Muncq Nieurlet from Eperlecques on the D219, there are two turnings on the
left before leaving the forest, into a private area where many of the V1 buildings are.
However, continuing on the D219, the launch ramp walls can be seen easily by turning
sharp left off the D219 soon after leaving the forest along a narrow lane, then turning
sharp left again by a small water tower. Follow the farm track back up to the edge of the
forest. Further along there are destroyed buildings to be seen in undergrowth, without
going off the farm track.
Many of the buildings are recognizable, but are very overgrown. The ski, assembly,
compressor, fuel store, firing bunker, water reservoir and ramp anti-blast walls have
survived. An exceptional building, probably an additional store for V1s prior to
assembly, can be driven through in a car.

The curved end of one of the
“ski” buildings, still in good
condition.

The compressor and decontamination
building, much overgrown and not
being used for anything.
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Probably the fuel store, damaged
by bombing,like m any of the other
buildings here.

Since the war a large house
has been built on top of
what had been a very
substantial bunker, which
now serves as a garage.
The owner thought that the
blockhouse had been used
by officers during the V1
campaign.

The remains of the water storage
reservoir.
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The ramp walls, accessible via a farm track.

Returning to the road from the main site in the private area, one comes across what
might be a unique feature – the concrete roadway built by the Germans runs through a
long building, similar to the “ski” ones but without the rounded curve at one end. Its
width and height is the same as a ski building, and was probably used in the same way
to store V1s before assembly. It is about 65 metres long, and is no doubt part of the
original site, having a fairly massive roof, and the concrete roadway goes straight
through it. It is driven through daily by the inhabitants of the enclave in the forest to gain
access from their property onto the nearby road.

The “Tunnel” as it is called by the locals.
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The inside of the “tunnel”, giving an idea of its length.

Watten
About 10 km north of St Omer.
There was a V1 installation at Watten, reportedly by the D226, but it appears to have
been in a private wood, and nothing was seen from the road which appertained to any
WW2 remains. It might be worth investigating.
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Noordpeene (Hameau de Hey)
Position 50 47.1 N

02 23.18 E. About 12 km NE of St Omer.

The site is south of Noordpeene just to the north of the junction of the D209E and the
D209E2. Not much to see, as the launch ramp support blocks which had survived until a
few years ago have now been ripped up and put in a heap by the roadside (in 1002).

All that remain of the
launch ramp blocks – a
rather forlorn pile of
concrete.

The only other evidence of
the V1 site found was this
remnant of a blockhouse
in a dilapidated garden.
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Bois de St Remy
Position 50 41.12 N 02 01.89 E
18 km WSW of St Omer. Not much to see.
Bois de St Remy is to the north of Nielles-les-Bléquin on the D191. Halfway between
Nielles-les-Bléquin and le Lusquet on the D191 there is a small water tower installation
at the top of the hill (on the west side of the road). Opposite and just up the hill is the
edge of a wood where the site will be found about 200 metres from the road. Three
launch ramp blocks are in situ, azimuth 305°, and a few other remnants.
Bailleul writes of 150 bombs being recovered outside the limits of the site (“relevées par
les services de protection civile hors des limites du site”), but there did not seem to be
any bomb craters in the woods. Most sites which were attacked show plenty of evidence
of it in large numbers of craters, so the situation is rather puzzling. Perhaps the bombing
was very inaccurate.

The three concrete launching
ramp support blocks, pointing
towards London (305°).
Bailleul states that there are also
the water reservoir and some
concrete road sections, but as
can be seen in the photo, it is
very overgrown in the wood, and
it is difficult to find anything.
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Bois de Radinghem
Position 50 32.1 N
Hardly worth a visit.

02 07.41 E

From Fruges, going north on the D928 towards St Omer, after about a kilometre there is
a wood on the right. At the end of this wood is a small lane on the right which leads
along the edge of the wood. About 400 metres along is the assembly building with the
original concrete roadway leading to it. Although it seems to be about the usual size, it
does not have the standard arrangement of doors and windows.
There is one bunker still to be seen beside the track, back towards the road, and plenty
of bomb craters scattered around – perhaps a total of 125.

The unusual assembly building.
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Bois Quartier
Position 50 36.05 N 02 08.93 E
About 4.5 km east of Fauquembergues.
The site is on the D158, 1 Km east of the junction with the D133, NE of Audincthun.
Private property, but a blockhouse which was probably the fuel store, is situated right by
the road, full of rubbish. The firing bunker is there, but so overgrown that a photo only
showed the foliage. The remains of the launch ramp in the corner of the wood indicated
that the azimuth was about 300°.

The blockhouse beside
the D158.
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Drionville
Position 50 38.69 N 02 02.81 E
Hardly worth a visit.
About 20 km south west of St Omer.
To the WNW of Drionville, in the angle between the D341 and D191 is a wood (Bois
Garet) about 500 metres from the village centre. The ruins of the assembly building and
probably the fuel store, were found at the NE corner of the wood and in the area just
outside it. Some very overgrown remains could be seen, but there seemed to be no
sign of the launch ramp. The only bomb craters were large ones close to the site.

The ruins of the assembly building.

Another building,
probably the
compressor and
decontamination one.
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Bois de Renty
Position 50 36.145 N 02 02.73 E
About 4 km west of Fauquembergues on the D92 towards Campagne.
Worth a visit.
When attempting to get into the site, which appeared to be private land, it proved
impossible to find anybody around, so only a limited survey could be carried out.
In 2007 more information was obtained from an Englishman who had bought a house
on the site. The original hunch that the premises were being used by some sort of
association proved to be correct – it was a hunting / shooting club. (One of the
buildings is still used by the club for refreshments after a shoot!)
Anyone visiting might now be able to find out more.

One of the buildings
visible from the road.
The concrete pad was
no doubt put there for
moving V1s around the
site

The water reservoir
close to a lane is a
well-preserved one,
which could indicate
that the rest of the
installation is also in
relatively good
condition, and worth
investigating.
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Bellevue
Position 50 32.139 N 02 00.755 E
Well worth a visit, easy to find, conspicuous and accessible.
A true V1 “Belle Vue”.
It is about 9Km west of Fruges on the D343. On the north side of the village there is a
water tower on the D126 close to the V1 site, which can be seen clearly from the roads
and lanes in the area. The only negative is that any bomb craters have been filled in,
perhaps reducing the impact (pun intended) when viewing the site, although there are
some completely destroyed buildings which were probably hit by bombs.

A general view with the
remains of an unknown
building in the foreground
and others in the distance.

The imposing ruin
of the non-magnetic
building.
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A “ski” building but it is
puzzling because there
is no entrance at one
end.

A shattered blockhouse by the
roadside, with a ski building in
the background.

The anti-blast walls which
protected the launch ramp,
easily seen from the road.
Azimuth is about 307°.
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Ambricourt
Position 50 28.368 N 02 10.715 E
About 6 km south of Fruges. Hardly worth a visit.
The site is to the north of the village, on either side of the D71E. Much of the site has
been built over, and little remains. An ancient inhabitant remembered the V1s well and
in 2003 pointed out the direction in which they were fired. When checked later with a
hand-bearing compass, he was correct. He lived more or less in the middle of where the
installation was. On a later visit to the site in 2004 a little more was found.

Some of the remnants of the V1 buildings.
The road is just in front of the house.

Probably the compressor and
decontamination building.

Some more foundations of unknown
buildings in the field.
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Fleury
Position 50 25.451 N 02 15.175 E
About 8 km NE of St Pol. Not worth visiting.
The site was on the edge of the village to the NW, on the lane towards Erin. There are
plenty of bomb craters in the fields, and a concrete roadway with two small, deep,
bunkers on the west side of the lane, some foundations and a pile of broken concrete
on the eastern side. That appears to be all that has survived.

Ruisseauville
Position 50 29.134 N 02 07.096 E
Worth seeing, easy to find, conspicuous, and can be viewed from the road.
Going south from Fruges on the D928, 200 metres after the D104 comes in on the left
there is a turning to the right to “l’Abbaye Ferme”. Take that lane, and a substantial
group of farm buildings will be seen on the right. In the fields opposite is the V1 site.

One of the buildings which
remain, probably the
compressor and
decontamination one.

The arches of the non-magnetic
building can be seen,
incorporated into a farm building.
It was a pity the tree got in the
way for taking photographs.
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Above shows where the launch ramp was, with the first concrete ramp support block in the left
foreground, and on the right the firing bunker.
Below is the concrete roadway to the ramp.
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Le Forêt de Labroye
Pumping Station
About 10 km south west of Hesdin.
Going NE along the D119 from Labroye towards Raye sur Authie, a little over 2 km
along, following the River Authie, is a building which used to house diesel-powered
water pumps to get water from the Authie up to the V1 site.
It stands alone on the left, in a meadow near the river, about 100m from the D119.
In order to construct the massive the concrete V1 buildings, and the roadways to
transport the V1s, a considerable quantity of water was needed, and later on, when
firing the missiles, water was required for decontamination and for cooling the diesel air
compressor. In the case of this site it had been necessary for the Germans to pump
water all the way up from the Authie.

The housing for
the dieselpowered water
pumps.

V1 site
Position probably 50 17.635 N

01 58.376 E

A blank was drawn when looking for the V1 site itself, although a number of bomb
craters were found. At the time of the search it had not been possible to buy a largescale map of the area. Since then one has been obtained, and it appears that the site
would be found at the above latitude and longitude. It would make a good outing for
someone in the future to have a wander around this very pleasant and picturesque
area.
Entering Raye-sur-Authie going from Labroye on the D119, taking the first turning on
the right and keeping to the right, the lane becomes a farm track. After a little more the
1Km the left fork goes up into the Forêt de Labroye to where the site is on the map.
Good luck to some lucky person, hopefully!
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Bachimont
Position 50 16.508 02 08.551 E
Very well worth a visit.
Easy to find, conspicuous, and can be viewed from the roads.
Bachimont is about 5 Km north of Auxi-le-Château.
The site is to the east of the D117 just as you leave the end of the hamlet going north
towards Haravesnes. A lane goes off to the right, and the site is almost all contained
between the D117 and this lane. The launch ramp concrete blocks, which are large to
accommodate the steep slope, are conspicuous from the D117. Azimuth is 315°.

The concrete
ramp support
blocks with a pile
of logs and an old
car perched on
top.

The well-preserved firing bunker near the ramp
blocks.
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It is not always easy to spot items which were parts of
V1 installations, as they have been built over, added
to, or incorporated into other buildings.
This blockhouse is used as farm storage, and the
V1concrete roadway has become part of the scenery.

Quœux-Haut-Maînil
Position 50 18.193 N 02 06.214 E
About 10 Km SSE of Hesdin. Worth visiting, easy to find and accessible.
Going NW towards Erquières on the D117 there is a long straight uphill section, and
about 500 metres up, a grassy track on the right between high banks and hedges.

A rough sketch of the site.
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The ruins of the non-magnetic building with another building behind, probably for the compressor, and to
the right debris of a destroyed building.

There was plenty of evidence of bombing, with filled-in craters in the fields which over
the years have subsided to show where the bombs fell. Some craters were very close to
the buildings, including the non-magnetic one which was probably put out of action by
the bombardment.
By the direction of the observation slit in the firing bunker it would seem that the
launching ramp was NE of the site, but unusually the land did not drop away in the
direction of London. Some later ramps were pointed on a different bearing, so that the
V1s flew for a short distance before turning towards their target, and it was possible that
the Quoeux site was one of them.

A ski building,
damaged at one
end.
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The firing bunker, in
very good condition.

Lisbourg (Hameau le Groseillier)
Position 50 31.292 N 02 12.613 E About 5 Km east of Fruges.
A reasonable amount to see, and easy to find and to view.
Going north through Grosveillier, about halfway through the hamlet there is a turning to
the left. Taking this lane, which turns sharply to the right after about 50 metres will lead
you to the site. The land drops away nicely to the NW.

The assembly building on
the left and compressor
housing on the right.
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The other side of the assembly
building – without the usual
arrangement of windows sand
doors.

A deep bunker behind an unusually
small water reservoir.

There were also the ruins of the firing bunker and the ramp (azimuth about 310°) all
very damaged and hardly recognizable.
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Gueschart
Position 50 14.208 N

02 00.192 E About 8 Km west of Auxi-le-Chateau.

Quite a lot to see, and can be viewed from a road and a track just outside Gueschart on
the D938 going west towards Crécy, at the junction with the D224A, there is a small layby on the right and a grass track heading north.
The V1 site is prominent in the surrounding fields. Unusually, the ground to the NW is
level, and not sloping down from the site.

The non-magnetic
building had been
completely smashed
with only one tall section
left standing.
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The assembly
building is very
typical, but also
very overgrown.

The fuel store with
the compressor
building behind.

The other side of the fuel
store.
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The remains of
launching ramp antiblast walls.
(Azimuth 314°)
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Acquet
Position 50 13.676.N 02 04.138. About 5 Km west of Auxi-le-Chateau.
Easy to find, a little to see, and nice country to have a stroll in.
From Acquet going east towards Auxi on the D938, about 500 metres from the village
there is a small crossroad in open country. Taking the left turn, the lane becomes very
straight after a slight right-hand curve, and a grass track goes off to the left towards a
wood. The latitude and longitude at this point are as shown above.
Along the grass track just inside the wood are many bomb craters. The launch ramp
support blocks are well overgrown and hard to find. Using a GPS would be helpful – the
exact position of the six pairs of blocks is: 50 13.718 N 02 04.004 E.
The remains of the foundations of two buildings are in the NE side of the wood, and
nearby is another large angled block similar to those found at Hautcôte.
Due to a problem with the camera, no pictures, unfortunately.

Research has shown that Halifax LK873 which left Holme-on-Spalding Moor to attack
the Acquet site was shot down by Ob Lt Werner Hopt and crashed at 0030 hrs on 19th
July 1944 at Sailly-Flibeaucourt, and all the members of the crew were killed.
They were buried in a collective grave at Sailly-Flibeaucourt churchyard.
The members of the Halifax crew were:
F/L P E Sinclair DFC

RAAF

Age 22

Sgt R Nevill Flight Engineer

RAF

Age 22

F/S G Watkins Navigator

RAF

Age 24

F/S A C Rodgers

RAAF

Age 30

Sgt W Ray 1138809 Wireless Operator/A.G.

RAF

Age 22

F/S F Phillips 2208843 Air Gunner

RAF

P/O D E Blockley DFM Air Gunner

RAF

Age 24

The crew’s collective grave and a view of Sailly-Flibeaucourt churchyard, with the well-kept grave in the
foreground. RIP.
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Maison-Ponthieu I
Position 50 12.112 N 02 02.135 E
About 6 Km west of Auxi-le-Chateau.
Not difficult to find and plenty to see.
The site is to the right going SW at one end of the village, on the D56e before the D56 is
reached. The farmer was quite happy to allow a walk-about when permission to view
was sought. There was a gigantic bull in one field though!

A ski building with a
destroyed blockhouse on
the right.

The compressor building
– now used for farm
storage, and the ruins of a
blockhouse on the left.

An undamaged bunker,
thought to be the fuel
store.
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Maison Ponthieu II
Position 50 11.712 N 02 01.647 E. About 6 km west of Auxi-le-Chateau.
Easy to find, mostly well preserved and worth a visit.
Speaking to the farmer and his wife at the first V1 site found at Maison Ponthieu in
2003, they did not mention another one less than a mile away down the road.
This second one was found during the next foray in 2004.
Going south west from Maison Ponthieu on the D56 towards Yvrench, straight on at the
crossroads, the land then rises slightly and on the right hand side there is a small wood.
Amongst the trees is a fairly complete launching site, lacking only the ramp.

The curved end of a damaged ski building. Some idea of its length can be gauged when one realizes that
it extended to the extreme left-hand side of the photograph.

The other end of the same building. Either the Germans only used one end to move V1 parts in and out,
or this end had been closed off after the war.
(This is the same as the puzzling “closed-end” at the Belle Vue site.)
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Another ski building,
100 m away from the
other one. It extends all
along the wood.

The non-magnetic building,
not easy to find in the woods.

The unusually tall firing bunker.
In the direction of the
observation slit a very overgrown
concrete block was probably part
of the launching site.
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This is probably the remains of the fuel
store.

The intact compressor and
decontamination building.

The assembly building, very
typical of its type, is also in good
condition.
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The original concrete roadway is
equally sound.

Ferme de Montlouis
Position 50 12.836 N 02 06.583 E.
A little more than 1 km S of Auxi-le-Chateau.
Not a lot to see, so hardly worth a visit.
The site is on the D933, 2 km north of Maizicourt. It is easy to find as it is in the only
wood in the immediate neighbourhood. It is necessary to walk past the house and
farmyard. Permission was readily obtained to view the remains.
It was thought by the very pleasant farmer (as they all were) that the site had been
destroyed before any V1s had been launched, but a photo-reconnaissance picture is in
existence which shows a V1 on the ramp. Plenty of bomb craters were found, so that it
was quite likely that it was destroyed early on in the campaign, and few V1s were
launched from here. No indication was found of the ramp position, but wartime aerial
photographs show that it was at the NW edge of the wood.

Very often V1 site remnants are
covered with farm machinery or
general rubbish, as well as being
so overgrown that they can
easily be missed.
This was once a bunker at
Ferme de Montlouis.
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The concrete roadway for
transporting the V1s
around the site. Looking
for these installations can
be quite delightful, giving
one the excuse to wander
round the lovely French
countryside with a
sociable farmer.

Ferme du Forestel
About 5 km ESE of Hesdin and 1 km south of Viel-Hesdin, the Ferme du Forestel
seems to be in the grounds of a large chateau. It might be worth investigating, as so far
a search through the literature does nothing but give the name.

Humiéres
Position 50 23.275 N 02 12.022 E
About 13 km east of Hesdin.
Very little to see.
Leaving Humiéres towards Eclimeux on the D39, on the right there is the tell-tale
concrete roadway and a little way along it the ramp support blocks can be clearly seen
in a field. Azimuth is about 314°. There is some evidence of bomb craters in the fields,
and one ruined building on the other side of the roadway opposite the ramp.

The launch ramp support blocks
at Humiéres.
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Flers
Position 50 19.027 N 02 14.687 E
About 17 km south east of Hesdin.
Not much to see, but visible from the D109 close to the junction with the D102.

The ramp support blocks are
being put to good use for storing
concret sections. They are easily
recognised because of the slots in
the tops of them.

Vacquerie-le-Boucq
Position 50 16.003 N 02 12.010 E
About 9Km NE of Auxi-le-Chateau.
Much to see, easy to find and conspicuous. Well worth a visit.
From Vacquerie-le-Bourcq take the D941 west towards Auxi-le-Chateau, and after
about 1 km there is a turning off to the right at a fine angle sign-posted to Rougefay.
The site is about 300 metres away, on the right.
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A perfect example of a “ski” building ...

… and a perfectly smashed up one.

The assembly building is in
excellent condition.
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The non-magnetic building still looks impressive, though only one of its arches remains standing.

But this appears to be all
that exists of the firing
bunker, with two bomb
craters beside it.
There was only a little left of
the ramp walls.
Azimuth was about 313
degree sas near as it could
be measured.
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Agenvillers
Position 50 11.103 N 02 54.783 E. About 10 km NE of Abbeville.
Worth a visit, easy to find, and permission to view easily obtained.
(Ignore the “Sauf Riverans” sign, as the French would do!)

An unidentified bunker.

Possibly the ruins of a ski building.

The remains of the assembly building.
Half of it has collapsed and taken part of the
roof with it.
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One end of the assembly building, with the side which contained the doors and windows completely
destroyed.

A view of the other side of this building with parts of the concrete hanging by the reinforcing steel
(in 2002). The huge chunks of concrete thrown around on many of these sites give some idea of the force
of the explosions which occurred during the bombing raids.
It must have been terrifying for anyone caught up in the attacks.
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The non-magnetic
building is a good
example, though like so
many of them, has no
roof.

The firing bunker
near the launch ramp
is also in very good
condition

Quite easily missed, the
launch ramp support
blocks will finally
disappear under the turf.
Hopefully the farmer will
still know where they are,
and avoid trying to plough
there.
Azimuth was 319°.
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Monchy-Cayeux
Position 50 26.527 N 02 17.574 E. About 18 Km NE of Hesdin.
Easy to find, and quite a lot to see.
A small lane climbs a hill from near the village east towards Hestrus. Do not take the
first turning left, but the second one, a farm track which appears straight ahead when
the lane turns a little to the right, a few hundred metres up from Monchy-Cayeux. Along
the track the site is well hidden in the wood to the right.

A building still in use which was
probably the V1 site compressor
housing.

The very overgrown assembly building.
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There are plenty of bomb craters in the woods, and many of the buildings were
destroyed. One large hole was very close to the assembly building, but it had survived,
surprisingly. There are lots of ruins, very overgrown, with huge chunks of concrete
thrown around, but many of the photos that were taken showed more vegetation than
V1 site, so were not included here.
It would be easier to find a lot of remains in the wintertime when the visibility in the
forests would be greater, but it is natural to combine business with pleasure and go
wandering around these delightful out-of-the-way places in the French countryside in
the better part of the year.

A destroyed building,
almost certainly one of
the ski ones.
Another was only
partially damaged.

It took a long
time to find this
non-magnetic
building in the
undergrowth, but
it was worth sthe
effort.

The launch ramps were just inside the woods on the SW side of the site, (towards
Monchy-Cayeux), and were very much damaged and overgrown, and barely
recognizable. Azimuth was about 310°.
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Erny St Julian
Position 50 35.692 N

02 14.197 E. About 6 km south of Thérouanne.

In open country at the junction of the D130 and D193. Only this building remains.

Beaumetz Les Aires
Position 50 32.388 N 02 13.318 E. About 8 km NE of Fruges.
Possibly worth a visit, as there might be more to find.
By the side of the D130 just south of the D92, on the left going towards Lugy and
Hézecques there is the building shown here. According to Bailleul the launch ramp
support blocks were still there in the 1990s.

Probably the compressor housing,
but could be the assembly building.

The remains of the concrete pad put down for
unloading and moving the V1 parts, to be seen
right by the road.
The ramp was in the meadow beyond, in a slight
depression in the land.
Azimuth was about 313°.
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Val Ygot
This site should not be missed.
Position 49 43.98 N

01 16.55 E

Easy to find, is an open-air museum in a forest, is completely open at all times, is close
to a road and is free. (What more could one want).
Val Ygot is near the D915 about 30 km SE of Dieppe, and 12 km west of Neufchâtel.
From the centre of Pommeréval (on the D915) take the D99 towards Bellencombre, and
the site is conspicuous on the right just after entering the Forêt d’Eu.
It is one of the best sites of all to visit, taking an hour or more to see it properly. There
are no facilities there – not even a toilet, but don’t let that put you off, as there is plenty
of room in the vast forest.

A destroyed storage building,
perhaps a “ski” shaped one,
though a Frenchman at the site
thought it was straight. A board
at Val Ygot says:
“Reception Hanger for the V1.
They come by covered truck
from a supply depot. They are
placed on a wagon before being
stored in the hangar.”
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One of the excellent notice boards at Val Ygot, describing the ski building.

There has been confusion about the use of the word “ski”. This does not apply to the
launching ramp, but to the shape of the storage buildings constructed on the earlier
sites, as they looked like skis from the air. There is also confusion about the term
“modified site”, which refers to the later type of site which did not have any ski-shaped
buildings, and also had simpler ramps which could be more easily built and repaired.

A section of rail upon which a small
carriage carried the V1s.

The officers’ bunker. (Similar to the one at Forêt
d’Eperlecques, now used as a garage with a
house built on top of it).
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The assembly building.
A notice board reads:
“Assembly workshop. The
workshop is divided into three
compartments. For fitting out.
For repairs. For stock-piling of
parts.”

A good example of a water
reservoir.
The caption says:
“This cemented pool of 100 cubic
metres was fed by water from
Fresles. This water was intended
for the indispensable rinsing of the
ramp which was contaminated after
each firing, as well as for
extinguishing any possible fires”.
Fresles is about 5.5 km away as
the crows flies, and there is a
“château d’eau” (water tower)
about 4.5 km from Val Ygot, so
presumably the Germans tapped
into the existing water system.

The detonators were stored in
bunkers set into the ground.
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The remains of the
non-magnetic building,
with both arches still
standing.

The launching ramp and a V1 ready to go.
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Ferme de Saufaucry
Easy to find, but not much to see.
It is 4 km west of Fruges on the D130, next to a smart rural restaurant.
The assembly building foundations, some concrete roadway and the position of the
ramp can be seen, though grubbed up tree roots were scattered over the site in 2004.
The knowledgeable and pleasant farmer knew what a large block of concrete was for –
the initial testing of the ramp by using it as a dummy V1.
“Monsieur le Fermier” said that there had been two of the steel-wire-bound balls used to
store compressed air in the V1s in a field on the farm, but they had rusted away years
ago. He said that there had also been a V1 carriage in the field. Ahead of the ramp
position was a large crater where a V1 had crashed during take-off and exploded.

Wisques
Very close to the junction of the N42 and the A26 toll road.
Position 50 43.35 N 02 10.39 E. About 6 km WSW of St Omer.
Worth seeing, and only about 20 miles from Calais. Care is needed not to get onto the
dual carriageway road. The site is to the east of the A26 and south of the N42. The nonmagnetic building is in view of the road, close to an industrial site.

The non-magnetic building
was still standing in 2004,
very close to the road. One
arch is down, probably
damaged by bombing.
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The typical concrete roadway
winding through the woods.

The assembly building.

Another building, possibly for
housing the compressor and
for decontamination.
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Livossart
Position 50 31.635 N 02 16.634 E.
Easy to find and worth a visit.
About 10 km east of Fruges, on the D92 east of Beaumetz-les-Aire.
A lane going north from a crossroads in the village soon turns into a track, and the V1
site buildings can be seen in open meadows on the left hand side.

The view across the meadow with
the assembly building in the
foreground and the non-magnetic
one behind.

The non-magnetic building is
still quite impressive.

The firing bunker is slowly sinking
with each year’s crop of grass
encroaching on it.
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Not much remains of the ramp support blocks, also
soon to be difficult to find.
Azimuth of the ramp was about 315°.

Unable to find the owner, and wandering around the fields, figures were then seen in
the distance. It was the 80-years-old farmer wielding a sledgehammer on a gate post,
whilst his grandson watched! He had absolutely no objection to someone roaming
around his fields looking at the V1 site.

Mont Caron
Position 50 31.365 N 02 19.555 E.
On the D69, 500m from the D77, about 14 km east of Fruges.
Not much to see from the road, and in the grounds of a private house. If permission
could be obtained, there is likely to be some significant remains. There is one brick
blockhouse to be seen next to the road.

Fiefs
Position 50 30.459

01 19.314 E. About 12 km east of Fruges.

Only this building appears to have
survived but it is being put to good
use as the garage for the first
house on the left going into Fiefs on
the D77 from Febvin-Palfart.
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Between Framecourt and Nuncq
Two blockhouses can be seen from the road, but they do not seem to have been
associated with any V1 launching site.

Bois Carré
Position 50 10.889 N

01 01.523 E.

Easy to find, close to a road and worth a visit. Yvrench is 16 km NE of Abbeville, on the
D108. Going from Yvrench towards Conteville using the direct route (Chemin de Barde)
it is on the left hand side after about 1 km. It was one of the first “Ski” installations to be
recognised as a V1 launching site and gave its name to the type.

The position given above is for
the remains of the ski building
in the NE corner of the wood.
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Looking along the straight section
of a ski building.

A view of the curved end
of a ski building in very
good condition. It is not
very easy to see the
curved section amongst
the foliage in this
photograph.

The non-magnetic building
building is in fairly good
condition.
(Azimuth 317°)
At the back there is a
chimney and steps down
to what looks like an oven.
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The assembly building.

There is a large bomb crater
very near it at the back – a
good aim for an unknown
bomber crew.

Inside the compressor and
decontamination building,
showing the compressor
mounting.
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The decontamination area, with
the water drainage slots still
clearly visible.

One of the buildings hit by bombs,
with a big crater beside it.

All that remains of one the ski
buildings.
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The launch ramp walls at the top corner
of the wood, pointing towards London.
Azimuth was about 317°.

Bois Grambus
Position approximately 50 10N

01 59.5 E.

About 1.5 km south west of Yvrench, which is on the D108 16 km east of Abbeville.
Some buildings were seen there, but the site is on private land and access was not
sought. At least two ski buildings remain, and the site might be worth visiting if the
landowner could be found.

One of the ski buildings at
Bois Grambus.
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Bois de Waripel
Position 50 11.1 N

01 58.5 E. Easy to find, near a lane and worth a visit.

About 16 km east of Abbeville the D108 runs roughly north-south, and north-east of
Abbeville will be found Yvrench and Yvrencheux. Going from Yvrench to Yvrencheux on
the D108 turn left at the crossroads, take the first right past the cemetery (on the left)
and after about 250 metres take the farm lane on the right. The site is in the wood on
the left.

The impressive non-magnetic
building.
Azimuth is about 319°.

The firing bunker is
getting slightly
overgrown!
Many of the buildings on
the V1 installations will
be hard to find in the
future.
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La Houssaye
Position 50 11.131 N

01 58.52 E. Easy to find, and just about worth a visit.

Campneuseville is about 10 km south of Blangy-sur-Bresle. La Houssaye will be found
about 1 km to the south east by first taking the D216 and going right at the end of the
town (before going into the forest). The site is just inside the forest before coming to the
next junction towards Lomberval. There is a square building with a doorway at one end
and two slit windows very high up, whose use is unknown, as none like it have been
found elsewhere.

This is probably the fuel store
bunker.

Another bunker, but it could not be
identified for certain.
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The non-magnetic building was here,
though there is no sign except for its
foundations and the marks where the
rail tracks were.
Azimuth of these was 230°.

The only signs of the compressor
and decontamination building are
the foundations and the drainage
grids.

The firing bunker.
This is quite typical of the
way the trees and the
undergrowth have hidden
the remains of so many
sites.

Note the observation slit very low to the ground, facing in the direction of the launching
ramp, so that the V1 could be seen clearly when it took off.
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La Mare du Four
Position 49 46.059 N 01 14.981 E.
Easy to find, but not much to see, so not really worth a visit.
This site is about 2 km south of les Grandes-Ventes, 20 km south east of Dieppe. On
the D22 going south from les Grandes-Ventes there is “la Route de l’Enclave” off to the
left, and the site is just inside the forest near the junction.
A sunken ditch on the other side of the road on the edge of the woods shows where the
launch ramp had been (Azimuth about 337°), and the concrete roadway and
foundations of the compressor and decontamination building can be seen. The remains
of the firing bunker, without a roof is there, with the observation slit just visible pointing
towards the direction of the launch ramp, confirming its position as having been in the
sunken ditch.
The firing bunker is at 49 45.718 N

01 12.764 E.

Les Petits Moraux
Position 49 46.061 N 01 14.902 E.
Easy to find and worth a visit if in the area.
The site is next to the D915 on the left-hand side just south east of les Grandes-Ventes,
about 20 km from Dieppe. There was a riding school there in 2004, but no one could be
found to ask permission to look for the V1 remains. It is probably worth going on a visit
there if someone can be contacted.
The assembly building has three dummy chimneys to help with camouflage; these now
make it quite conspicuous now. Some other buildings remain on the site.

The view of the assembly
Building from the road.
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The assembly building is on the
right, with a workshop on the left.
In the foreground the pools could
have been the water reservoirs for
the site.

Bois de Valengarde I
Position 50 04.687 N

01 46.434 E. Worth a visit.

Easy to find, but in private woods, so permission to view should be obtained.
Moyenneville is about 6 km south west from the centre of Abbeville on the D22, and the
site is about 1 km before Moyenville, taking the first turning on the left after crossing the
A26 motorway. This is a small straight lane, at the end of which will be found a T
junction, and the site is in the corner of the woods close to this junction.
M Daniel Tassart, a very pleasant man, who had been in the area as a young boy in
1944 knew where the site was, and knew what the large water reservoir was used for.
Interestingly, he called the non-magnetic building “la cathédrale” – the Germans knew it
as the “Richthaus”, roughly the German for the “aiming building”.

The large water reservoir.
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Another building which
was hard to identify –
possibly the compressor
housing.

A completely destroyed
building

Possibly the fuel store,
less damaged.
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The remains of “le
cathédral” – the nonmagnetic building.

Bois de Valengarde II
A water reservoir on the site. Despite all the
undergrowth and leaves, the concrete sides are
visible, though moss-covered.

The fuel store is still in good
condition and not very overgrown.
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A very small water reservoir, next to the
fuel store.

An unusual building, use unknown,
but it appeared to be part of the V1
installation.
When found, a tawny owl which
had been roosting in there flew out.

Melville
Position 49 56.773 N 01 30.010 E. About 2 km south east of Melville on the D278.
Easy to find and to access, but hardly worth a visit.
The site is on the edge of the forest at a crossroads by a dumpy water tower.

Probably the fuel store.
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Launching ramp blocks at Melville
– not much to look at.
Azimuth about 330°.

The firing bunker had no roof, and there were no signs of damage to it, so perhaps the
site was never completed.
Everywhere was very overgrown and a possible water reservoir could not be
approached because there were so many brambles, so it was not checked out.
Many dozens of bomb craters surround the area. No evidence of a non-magnetic
building was found.

Château de la Haye
About 15 km SE of Le Treport, near Gamaches.
Private property, and not investigated.

Rond de Nemours (Millebosc)
Position 49 59.447 N 01 38.617 E. 2 km north west of Millebosc.
Easy to find but hardly worth a visit.
On D315 between Millebosc and Incheville, about 12 km south east of le Tréport,
3.5 km west of Gamaches as the crow flies.
The concrete roadway is conspicuous. Two buildings had no sign of any roofs, and the
site looks as if it might not have been completed. The position of the non-magnetic
building was found, but nothing remains except for its foundations, which had been
cleared by some one, exposing where the rails had been.
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The position of the non-magnetic
building indicating where the rails
would have been fixed.

The ramp support blocks were
larger than usual.
Azimuth was 330°.

The firing bunker was found amongst a lot of undergrowth, but again this had no roof,
and there were no signs that it had been bombed, so perhaps the site was never
finished.

Domart-en-Ponthieu
Not investigated. About 22 km east of Abbeville.
On the map there is a “blockhaus” and “rampe de lancement de V1” in the Bois de
Coroy on a hillside on the left above the D216, 2.5 km SW from Domart.
It is probably worth a visit, based on the notes on the map.
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On the D928 WSW of Neufchâtel-enBray
The remains of a site at 49 42.786 N
Not worth visiting.

01 24.657 E.

This is on a derelict commercial area
(in 2004), with piles of road building
sand and rubble, and it looked as if
redevelopment might be in hand.

Preuseville
Position 49 51.986 N

01 30.455 E. About 11 km south west of Blangy.

There is a blockhouse by the side of a by-road on the edge of a small wood. After 250
metres going SW from Preuseville on the D214, at a sharp left-hand bend the lane is
straight ahead.

This was probably the compressor housing
and decontamination building.
A search was made of the nearby woods but
nothing else was found.
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Bois de Coudroy
Position 49 49.353 N

01 30.22 E.

On the D59 1 km SW of Hambures, about 8 km E of Londinières. Hardly worth a visit.

Some concrete roadway exists, one straight storage
building, half the length of a ski one, and, very
unusually, two firing bunkers, with both their observation
slits looking in the same direction. No other signs of
buildings or launching ramp could be found.

One of the firing bunkers.

Brémont
Position 49 47.852 N 01 31.650 E.
2 km south of Callengeville, about 10 km NNE of Neufchâtel-en-Bray.
Hardly worth a visit, but a very nice walk.
From Callengeville go south down the D928 for about 500 metres, turn left onto the
D59, and after the road bears to the right into the forest, follow it for nearly 1 km.
(To position 49 47.784 N 01 31.959 E). There is a grass track crossing the D59; take
the track to the right, which follows a bearing of 293°, or a little to the north of east.
Close into the forest there is a fork; take the left-hand track, not the one to the right.
The V1 site concrete roadway is under the turf, but it is exposed further into the forest
(in 2004). In about 750 metres before getting to the far edge of the forest, the site is
reached. Most of the area is cleared of undergrowth, but in the vicinity of the installation
it has not been cleared, and there is a tangle of brambles and fallen trees. Because of
this, photographs would have only shown vegetation, so none were attempted.
Many bombs had been dropped and the craters will be found, and one ruin has a very
large crater beside it. The firing bunker has its roof down, and is very overgrown. Large
craters where the launching ramp would have been indicates that the bombing was very
accurate. There were no signs of the storage or anti-magnetic buildings, despite a
thorough search. It is all in very pleasant walking country.
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La Laie Madame
About 19 km SSE of Dieppe, and 1.5 km east of les Grandes Ventes on the D77.
Not much to see, and hardly worth a visit.
From les Grandes Ventes the site is just inside the forest on the right hand side.
The only remains are a firing bunker, the ramp ditch (Azimuth about 330°) and the
concrete roadway.

The firing bunker.

The position of the launch ramp.

Belmesnil
About 16 km south of Dieppe near the N27.
Easy to find, and well worth a visit.
At the junction of the D149 and D927, on the west side of the crossroads there is large
complex of tall farm buildings, including silos, close to the conspicuous V1 buildings.

The well-preserved assembly
building with three dummy
chimneys for amouflage.
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The other side of the ssembly
building.
There is no doubt hat this
building was, with three
square windows, a door, five
windows and two more doors.

The end of one of the ski
buildings.

This ski building was very
conspicuous out in the arable
fields
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This roof was intact, but some damage
had been sustained to the walls,
probably not by bombing.

This was probably the fuel store,
positioned fairly close to the ski building
shown above.

There was no sign of the non-magnetic
building, but this concrete pad was where
it was likely to have stood.
The small bunker in the distance on the
left next to the track is the one pictured
above.
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The remains of the launching ramp – just a heap of shattered concrete pieces.
This is very conspicuous, being the only section of the area which was not intensively cultivated. No
doubt the work and expense that would be involved in moving the rubble was more than it was worth. It
was interesting that a farmer I met many kilometres away from here knew that this narrow strip of
uncultivated land, covered in brambles and bushes, was where the launching ramp had been.
No sign of the firing bunker exists. Perhaps some of this concrete rubble is from it, having been destroyed
by bombing, or blown up after the war.

On the far side of the complex of large buildings is this one, and going by its construction it is assumed to
be one of the V1 buildings, possibly an air raid shelter.
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Bonnetot
The site is 5 km north of Tôtes on the N27, 20 km south of Dieppe.
Easy to find and worth a visit. Permission was easily obtained.

An intact storage building in an orchard, similar to a ski building, but straight.

Nearby is this typical ski building.

The compressor and
decontamination building.
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When enquiring about the assembly building, the very pleasant and knowledgeable
farmer said that it had been near the entrance to the farm, and was a nuisance where it
was, so his father knocked it down to improve access to the farm.

Another storage building in the
orchard, about the usual width
for containing V1 sections.

The well-preserved non-magnetic
building, in the centre of the farmyard.

In an adjacent field is the firing bunker,
with the launching ramp at the edge of
the field, overlooking a small lane.
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The ramp support blocks and remains
of the anti-blast walls.
Azimuth was about 340°

Le Mont Candon
Position 49 48.619 N 01 00.858 E.
Easy to access by a lane, and just about worth a visit.
It is about 12 km south west of Dieppe, but not easy to find without GPS.

Unusual buildings with slots high up.
The only other ones seen like them were at
La Houssaye

Much of the installation had been destroyed
either by bombing or perhaps blown up after
the war.
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Unique features were two curved pipes
leading from inside one building to
atmosphere, whose purpose was not
deduced.

Several heavily constructed walls are on the site, but they did not
conform to the usual pattern.
Azimuth bearings were about 345° which would be consistent
with the direction of London, if they were part of the launch ramp.
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Les Grands Bois
Position 50 40.877 N 01 58.035 E.
The site is about 3.5 km north-west of Bléquin, and 22 km West-south-west of St Omer.
At the eastern end of the forest, easy access but not a lot to view. A pleasant area to
walk in, and worth a visit on that score, even if there is not much to see so far as V1s
are concerned.

Only this one large blockhouse was found, not typical of a launch site.
It might have been used as a store of some sort. This building was even more overgrown than most of
them, but certainly appeared to be of WW2 vintage.

Bomy
10 km north-east of Fruges, and 20 km south of St. Omer.
No GPS position an be given, as the site itself has not been visited. The farmstead is
called Berquigny, according to the map.
It is about 1.5 km south-east of the village of Bomy, and probably worth a visit by some
one interested in doing a little gentle research. Near Bomy Château at the bottom of the
hill there is a road junction; a lane runs beside a stream (do not go up the hill).
The lane becomes a little rough, and makes two right-angled bends through the open
countryside. From the map there appears to be something of interest in the woods
behind the farm, but no one could be found on visits in two consecutive years.
On the second attempt in 2004, the only things to be found in the farmyard were one
dog, four cats and a dead pig!
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Bertreville
Position 49 48.511 N 01 02.708 E.
Between St Oeun and Bertreville, about 13 km south of Dieppe, to the west of the N27.
In private grounds of a large house, and lack of time limited the visit. Not much was
found, but there could be more.

Certainly a V1 site, so I will leave further investigation for some one else’s pleasure.

The Futility of War.
A bronze statue at the Val Ygot V1 site.
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A V1 at Pinnemunde, where it all started.

For additional information please contact R. Dancy by e-mail:
robdancy@tiscali.co.uk
reformatted PDF-version: 10-01-31, christianCH
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